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Introduction

On behalf of the Southern Poverty Law Center, we write to provide our insights on issues discussed during the June 27, 2024 U.S. House Committee on Oversight and Accountability hearing entitled “Ending Illegal Racial Discrimination and Protecting Men and Women in U.S. Employment Practices.” We appreciate the opportunity to share our expertise on the historic and ongoing importance of preserving anti-discrimination policies and laws that protect against racial and other forms of discrimination, and in particular, our concerns with the erroneous framing of the hearing to attack LGBTQ+ equality and attempt to discredit important non-discrimination efforts like Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility programs in the workplace and beyond.

Established in 1971, the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) is a nonprofit organization founded in Montgomery, Alabama, to help ensure the promise of the Civil Rights Movement became a reality for all, particularly for Black communities in the South, who are all too often the victims of discriminatory policies and who experience targeted violence at the hands of white supremacists. We work in partnership with communities of color to dismantle white supremacy, strengthen intersectional movements through transformative policies and initiatives, and advance the human rights of all people.

The SPLC believes that all people in our country deserve to live free from discrimination and that the government must provide remedies and special interventions to protect communities that have been systematically and continually marginalized and discriminated against throughout the history of this country. Anti-discrimination policies and programs like Affirmative Action and Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility (DEIA) are critical to ensuring that the promise of and the rights bestowed by the Constitution are enjoyed by all.

The Historic and Ongoing Need for Anti-Discrimination Laws, Policies, and Programs like Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility (DEIA)

People of color in the United States, especially Black people, have experienced systematic racial discrimination that was ingrained in the policies of private and public institutions across every aspect of life, from legal and policy barriers to voting and homeownership to accessing high-quality education and equal employment opportunities. The Brown v. Board of Education decision that overturned the “separate but equal” doctrine and the passage of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and the Voting Rights Act of 1965 created significant rights to help remedy the racial subjugation of Black people, and by extension other communities of color in this country. Though transformational, it became clear that these anti-discrimination statutes and legal victories were not enough to overcome deeply entrenched patterns of racial segregation and
discrimination. As a result, the courts and the executive branch incorporated the concepts of “affirmative actions” to remedy violations of civil rights laws and establish positive policies of nondiscrimination to overcome obstacles to equal opportunities.

Those policies were implemented and enforced for decades in higher education admission policy, employment, business enterprises, and other sectors as specific interventions created as part of anti-discrimination efforts designed to expand opportunities, address, and remedy both historic and persistent inequities, and prevent future discrimination. Those policies evolved to include policies, programs, and services designed to increase DEI to help overcome patterns of discrimination and eliminate disparities in opportunities.

While the country has taken significant strides to address historic and persistent inequities and increase educational opportunity, through legal and policy victories, that progress has always been and continues to be threatened. Opponents of civil rights have continued to weaponize and misconstrue civil rights law to maintain the persistent inequalities stemming from our nation’s history with white supremacy and reverse the progress we have made in creating an America that lives up to its ideals of a multiracial democracy. These extremist groups have attacked efforts to increase access to opportunity in every sector, including education, employment, government
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contracting, health care, housing, and financial services. Those who advocate against DEIA frequently spread misinformation to weaken support for these vital programs.

Indeed, witnesses and several Committee members cited a July 19, 2023, letter from twenty-one Democratic state attorneys general that criticized a July 13, 2023 letter from 13 Republican state attorneys general to Fortune 100 CEOs for a “tone of intimidation” that “purposefully seeks to undermine efforts to reduce racial inequities in corporate America.” The Democratic state attorneys general letter pointedly criticized the Republican state attorneys general letter’s erroneously-broad reading of the June 2023 Supreme Court cases limiting university affirmative action programs: “It is irresponsible and misleading to suggest that SFFA imposes additional prohibitions on the diversity, equity, and inclusion initiatives of private employers.”

That recent Supreme Court ruling restricting affirmative action in higher education, the onslaught of anti-DEIA legislation across the country, and the wave of cases challenging programs and services that support minority-owned businesses are the most recent examples of their attempts to rewrite history by erasing the existence of historic and present discrimination and eliminating legal protections, policies and programs designed to root out and redress discrimination that people of color and other underserved communities experience throughout their daily lives.
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8 State of Nevada Office of Attorney General. (2023, July 19). Letter from twenty-one Democratic state attorneys general to Fortune 100 CEOs. https://oag.dc.gov/sites/default/files/2023-07/Fortune%20100%20Letter%20-%20FINAL.pdf. Indeed, this letter further stated: “Such efforts are not only legal but constitute an appropriate moral and ethical response to the ongoing problem of racial inequity in our society.”

The Continued Importance of Addressing Discrimination in Employment and Advancing Economic Opportunities

In the U.S., the racial wealth gap remains a persistent problem because of past and ongoing discriminatory policies and institutional and systemic racism that has blocked access to economic opportunities and the creation of intergenerational wealth, especially for Black and Brown families. In 2019, the median white family had $184,000 in wealth compared to $38,000 and $23,000 for the median Latinx or Black family, respectively. The typical white family has nearly eight times the wealth of the median Black family. Key contributors to the racial wealth gap include lower Black homeownership because of the legacies of slavery, Jim Crow segregation, redlining, and other policies that targeted Black people and neighborhoods. Often these barriers to economic opportunities are interrelated, for example, schools in predominately communities of color are often underfunded and more likely to face school closures. While higher education can help narrow the gap, it is not enough to close it, in part because Black people oftentimes have limited family wealth, more student debt, and face structural barriers to the labor market, like occupational segregation and discrimination. Slavery, Jim Crow, and the New Deal caused workers of color to be concentrated in chronically underpaid and undervalued occupations. Workers of color are more likely to face workplace violations like wage theft, hold jobs that lack workplace protections, have jobs that are lower pay or provide fewer benefits, and experience higher unemployment rates and lower unemployment insurance payments. Similar studies have found persistent wage gaps for women, LGBTQ+ workers, and workers with disabilities, and these disparities are compounded for those with multiply-marginalized

identities. Eliminating the structural barriers that prevent underserved communities from gaining the same economic opportunities requires proactive efforts, such as DEIA.

Landmark civil rights legislation like Title VII of the Civil Rights Act, the Equal Pay Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, and the enforcement of these anti-discrimination laws helped increase workplace integration and narrowed the wage gap. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act prohibits employers from discriminating against employees and job applicants based on race, color, religion, sex, and national origin. The Equal Employment Opportunities Commission is tasked with enforcing employment discrimination laws including Title VII.

Despite five decades of federal legislation protecting workers against discrimination, workplace discrimination remains a pervasive problem. A 2017 EEOC report found that of the complaints, 30% were sex-based, 34% race-based, and 22% age-related. A recent report found that the prevalence of workplace discrimination was highest for Black women (25%) and lowest for white men (11%); Black people reported a 60% higher rate of discrimination compared to whites; women reported a 53% higher prevalence of discrimination, compared to men. A 2021 report found that nearly half of LGBTQ+ workers have experienced unfair treatment at work at some point in their lives, and LGBTQ+ employees of color were more likely to report being denied jobs and faced verbal harassment. The EEOC reported a 10% increase in the number of charges filed in fiscal year 2022 and a general increase in demand for services from the public. Discrimination, harassment, stereotypes, and bias about race, gender, sexual orientation and
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gender identity, and disability status can significantly limit an individual’s occupational choice and create barriers to equal opportunities in the workplace.  

The Lawfulness of Programs to Improve Diversity, Equity, Inclusion, and Accessibility

DEIA programs remain a lawful and necessary tool to remove barriers, create inclusive workplaces, and remedy past and ongoing discrimination based on race, sex, disability, age, national origin, and other protected classes.  

22 The deeply disappointing SCOTUS decision that undermined colleges and universities’ ability to diversify campuses had no bearing on employers' abilities to promote DEIA in their workforces.  

23 And the U.S. Supreme Court's recent decision in Muldrow v. City of St. Louis, which found that an employee challenging a job transfer under Title VII need not show that a job transfer brought about “significant” harm, maintains the principle that employers cannot decide on transfers based on protected characteristics and would not limit the viability of DEIA programs as these efforts are designed to expand opportunities and equalize terms and conditions of employment.  

24 There are longstanding precedents and guidelines on how private employers can take race into account in making employment decisions in compliance with Title VII or other employment discrimination laws.  

25 For example, Title VII bars disparate impact discrimination, where practices are facially neutral but disproportionately exclude certain populations.  

26 DEIA workplace efforts are key to breaking down barriers to equal employment opportunity, reducing the prevalence of harassment, and preventing discrimination, especially actions that could have a disparate impact on underserved groups.  

The EEOC regulations require employers to evaluate the impact on their selection procedures to ensure that these processes and procedures do not have an exclusionary effect.  

27 The EEOC regulations require certain employers and other covered entities to report workforce demographic

References:


25 Muldrow v. City of St. Louis, 144 S. Ct. 967 (2024); Chu, M. (2024, April 18) DEI critics were hoping that the Supreme Court’s Muldrow decision would undermine corporate diversity programs. It does no such thing. Fortune. https://fortune.com/2024/04/18/dei-critics-supreme-courts-muldrow-decision-corporate-diversity-programs-politics/


27 see Department of Justice, Civil Rights Division, Section VII- Proving Discrimination- Disparate Impact, https://www.justice.gov/crt/fcs/T6Manual7


data. Some witnesses at the hearing and several Republican Members of the committee urged that this EEOC data collection be reduced or eliminated. We strongly oppose limiting existing data collection by the Commission. This data provides critical information to help identify and fight discrimination, especially since sex and race discrimination can be subtle and it can be difficult to detect bias about pay discrimination because companies are not transparent about pay. In fact, the collection of data is crucial to ensure agencies comply with civil rights laws and better understand the impact of actions and decisions on protected groups to help consider strategies that eliminate disparities.

DEIA programs and offices are important to the workforce's well-being -- they enhance employee experiences, strengthen organizational health, lead to more thoughtful decision-making and outcomes, and break down barriers that exclude qualified employees. In many sectors, improving DEIA has notable benefits to employees and employers. This is especially true in the medical field, where health equity and disparities are significant for communities of color, and a diverse and representative healthcare workforce improves patients’ access to care, their perceptions of the care they receive, and their health outcomes. DEIA can bring benefits like innovation, creativity, customer satisfaction, and employee engagement in addition to enhancing the organization’s competitive position, agility, innovation, and brand perception. Not having a diverse organization can create risks to business performance, stifle creativity, and limit learning and growth opportunities. Recent polling found that a majority of Americans support diversity, equity, inclusion, and accessibility in the workplace and support programs that
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34 Why diversity matters | McKinsey; How diversity, equity, and inclusion (DE&I) matter | McKinsey
hire more employees from groups that are underrepresented in their workforce and promote equity in the workplace.\textsuperscript{37}

**Debunking Attacks on LGBTQ+ Equality**

During the hearing, Republican witnesses and several Republican members of the committee attempted to advance the false notion that outlawing federal nondiscrimination protections against trans, nonbinary, and intersex people was somehow a violation of Title VII. This is in direct contradiction to the landmark \textit{Bostock v. Clayton County} decision which made clear that the prohibition against sex discrimination in Title VII of the Civil Rights Act includes discrimination against an individual based on sexual orientation or transgender status, and subsequent EEOC guidance on the issue confirmed this position.\textsuperscript{38} The Federal courts are currently grappling with the issue. For example, the SPLC along with co-counsel the Southern Legal Counsel and Altshuler Berzon challenged a Florida law that prohibits public and charter schoolteachers from using titles and pronouns that do not “correspond” to their sex assigned at birth on behalf of two transgender teachers and a nonbinary teacher who were barred from using their preferred title and pronoun at work.\textsuperscript{39} The Northern District of Florida granted a preliminary injunction based on the First Amendment that allowed our lead plaintiff to continue using her title and pronouns until the case was decided.\textsuperscript{40}

Furthermore, in December 2023, the SPLC released a report that details how pseudoscience has become a tool of the far right to manipulate public opinion and advance legislation and legal action targeting the LGBTQ+ community.\textsuperscript{41} That report highlighted the life-threatening
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\textsuperscript{40} Order on Motions for Preliminary Injunction, \url{Wood, et al. v. Florida Department of Education et al., 4:23cv526-MW/MAF (April 9, 2024)}. \url{https://www.splcenter.org/sites/default/files/documents/wood-v-fde-order-motion-preliminary-injunction.pdf}. While the Court found that the Plaintiff did not sufficiently allege an adverse employment action under Title VII, it left the door open to amend the complaint with further evidence to better support the claim.

\textsuperscript{41} Southern Poverty Law Center (2023, December 12). \textit{Combating Anti-LGBTQ+ Pseudoscience Through Accessible Informative Narratives (Project CAPTAIN)}, \url{https://www.splcenter.org/captain}. The report unpacks the proliferation of biased and misleading information used — under the guise of science — in state and federal legislation and litigation over the last decade and exposes the far right and far-reaching network behind it.
consequences for trans and nonbinary people when anti-LGBTQ+ pseudoscience is used to advance discriminatory policies. For example, policies that eliminate coverage for gender-affirming care, bar teachers from affirming students’ identities without parental consent, or prohibit LGTBQ+ inclusive education isolate transgender people and increase threats of violence and self-harm. We appreciated the fact that Rep. Alexandria Ocasio-Cortez introduced a copy of our report into the formal hearing record. The rise in legal and policy attacks on LGBTQ+ equality, including book bans, bathroom restrictions, and erasing LGBTQ+ identities, happening across the country, especially in the South, demonstrates the need for more anti-discrimination protections and DEIA efforts.

Conclusion

Black and Brown people, women, LGBTQ+ people, people with disabilities, and other underrepresented groups, have historically experienced discrimination and continue to face discrimination in education, the workplace, healthcare, housing, and many other facets of American life. Anti-discrimination laws were created to eliminate and redress historic and persistent inequities, and there continues to be a need for laws, policies, programs, and services, with a focus on DEIA to not only prohibit discrimination but also to provide specific remedies to overcome patterns of discrimination and eliminate disparities in opportunities.

Programs that advance DEIA are lawful and remain a critical tool to ensure equal opportunities, reduce the prevalence of harassment, and prevent discrimination. Research shows that students and employees benefit from interactions with peers from diverse backgrounds and cultures. DEIA staffers and programming play a critical role in helping education institutions and workplaces comply with civil rights laws, improve general institutional decision-making, and
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enhance student and employee experience, success, and retention for individuals from historically underrepresented and underserved communities.\textsuperscript{45} To address the growing concerns around discrimination in the workplace, more support and resources should be provided to the EEOC, the Office of Federal Contract Compliance Programs, and other federal offices tasked with ensuring employees are free from discrimination.\textsuperscript{46} Our country benefits tremendously when we celebrate, acknowledge, and protect the rich diversity and experiences of people across race, ethnicity, gender, sexual orientation, ability, religion, socioeconomic status, and other identities through our laws and policies. DEIA programs ensure employers, universities, and other decision-makers alike have the tools necessary to redress any harassment, discrimination, or harm and the necessary support to succeed and thrive on campus.

We appreciate the opportunity to submit this statement. For more information about SPLC's work protecting civil rights, please contact Theresa Lau, Senior Policy Counsel, Eradicating Poverty, Theresa.Lau@splcenter.org. We stand ready to work with subcommittee members to protect and advance anti-discrimination laws, policies, and programs, including DEIA initiatives throughout the federal government, in federally-funded programs, and the private sector.

\textsuperscript{45} Department of Education (2023, January). \textit{Factsheet: Diversity & Inclusion Activities Under Title VI}. https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ocr/docs/ocr-factsheet-tvi-dia-202301.pdf

\textsuperscript{46} Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights (2024, February 14) \textit{90+ Civil Rights Groups Call for Robust Funding for Education Civil Rights Office to Protect Students}. https://civilrights.org/2024/02/14/90-civil-rights-groups-call-for-robust-funding-for-education-civil-rights-office-to-protect-students/